FALL ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT FORUM
10 | 8 | 2012

LESA BEALS
SENIOR ASSOCIATE REGISTRAR FOR RECORDS, REGISTRATION, AND GRADUATION
OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR
FEATURES

- Student Educational Planner
- GPA Calculators
- What-If options
- Worksheets for degree progress
TIMELINE

August  | September  | October  | November  | December  | January  | February  | March  

RELEASE TO ACADEMIC ADVISORS

RELEASE TO UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

RELEASE TO PROFESSIONAL STUDENTS
CURRENT STAGE

✅ Summer advisor sessions provide hands on first look and additional validation

✅ myPurduePlan Team responds to all items logged by advisors over summer sessions

☐ In Progress…
  - Updating for fall 2012 requirement changes
  - Modifying layout for programs as requested
  - Scribing additional requirements requested by some colleges
QUESTIONS
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CONTACT:
LESA BEALS  lbeals@purdue.edu